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Introduction
Retailing is a vast and critical part ofthe world's economy. Retailing is the second largest
employer in the United States, accounting for over 21 million American jobs or 18% of
non-agricultural employment. Wal-Mart, the mega retailer ofUnited States with more
than $190 billion in annual sales, and over 3700 stores is now the largest employer with
over 800,000 associates and growing. Further, the dynamics of retailing continue to
change. Retail sales in the United States easily exceed over $1.54 trillion annually (Read
Hayes, 2002). It has been suggested that somewhere between 8-10 billion USDwere
lost in 1 996 by retailers in the United States due to errors, thefts by staff, customers, and
others (Hollinger et al. 1997, Ryan 1997). In the United Kingdom known shoplifting
incidents were found to total an average of4,164,000 incidents with a loss of 656
million per year over the five-year period 1992-1997 (Farrington 1999). However, a lack
of detailed data makes it difficult to calculate the true costs. Unfortunately, official
statistics simply aggregate all shop stealing, thereby making it impossible to identify the
proportion of stock
"shrinkage"
attributable to customer theft.
Shrinkage or shortage can be defined as financial losses, characteristic to a combination
of shoplifting, employee theft, vendor fraud, and administrative error. In simple words,
shrinkage is a deviation from what the records show in store's book versus what physical
count indicates is actually on-hand.
Problem Statement
A complex and vital part of retail operations is retail crime and loss control. Inventory
losses tend to cluster in specific locations and highly desirable items thereby reducing
consumer availability and sale. A study conducted by the Loss Prevention Research
Team (LPRT), University of Florida for CVS Pharmacy indicated that approximately
11% of all planogrammed (products with long-term sustainable advantage) items drive
60% of external losses. These items are high-risk and need to be protected to ensure on-
shelf availability to maximize sales and profit. Annually tens ofmillions ofdollars are
lost and an even greater number of sales are sacrificed for no profit due to external losses.
According to LPRT, not protecting high-risk items lead to the following scenarios.
Store Operators restricting products from the sales floor
Poor presentation ofbrands' image
Out of stock situations and negative customer service
Loss of sales, profit, and market share
Another key concern for retailers is the fear of retail crime resulting in customer
avoidance behavior such as limiting their shopping activity to daylight hours, shortening
shopping visits, switching to competing retailers, and shopping mediums such as the web,
catalogues or television. This results in loss of competitive advantage over other retailers.
Study of thelO-year data collected for the University of Florida's National Retail Security
Survey reveals that inventory losses do not seem to be decreasing. In fact, overall loss
totals are on an increase because sales revenue numbers are escalating ("Retail Crime
Control: An Operational Strategy", Dr. Richard C. Hollinger, 2001). In 1990, US retail
sales were approximately $1.27 trillion (National Retail Federation) while shrinkage was
reported at 1.79%. Inl995, US retail sales were approximately $1.40 trillion (National
Retail Federation) while reported shrinkage averaged 1.87% (Dr. Hollinger, 1996).
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Fig. 1 : Shrinkage rates by year
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Shrinkage rates by year
From the year 1 996 onwards, there has been a gradual decline in the shrinkage rate (see
Fig. 1). In 2004, 107 responding firms reported an average shrinkage rate equaling 1.54%
of total annual sales. This is the lowest reported shrinkage since National Retail Security
Survey (NRSS) began 14 years ago (Dr. Hollinger & Lynn Langton, National Retail
Security Survey - Final Report, 2004). One of the reasons for this decrease in shrinkage
could be that retailers who are facing the highest shrinkage rates may be unwilling or
unable to respond to this survey. Also, retailers are more interested in recovering the
stolen property and avoiding adverse publicity.
Solution
The four basic prevention methodologies provide any retailer with a variety of tools for
reducing crime attempts. These methodologies are social control, benefit denial, asset
surveillance, and asset control. Every methodology exercises different crime prevention
systems and conveys a prevention message. The messages should impact the behavior of
a would-be offender's motives, opportunities, and personal risk.
Social control (or cultural integrity) initiatives control prevention by establishing a
polished culture or highlight guilt or embarrassment. Here the initiatives allow the retailer
to independently build and maintain a solid, cultural base of honesty and safety in every
level of the retail industry and even the nearby community environment. Prevention
message: "Don't humiliate yourself in front of your friends, families, and peer groups"is
used in this methodology to stop crime. The retailers use procedures like employee
awareness, multi-media initiatives, joint mass media prevention efforts, exterior and in-
store customer deterrence efforts, and community programs, to build their loss prevention
program. These procedures and readily achieved performance bonuses for all employees
is a powerful way for the company to enforce and reinforce the desired culture of
honesty.
Benefit denial is a method that reduces theft by denying would-be offenders any real
benefit from stolen assets. Prevention message ofbenefit denial methodology is, "Don't
steal it, because you cannot use it". Various systems like ink tags, mechanical tags or
clamps, electronic implants, and I.D. marking systems are used to prevent theft. In
addition, it is also necessary for the retailers to work with law enforcement and shutdown
after-markets for stolen property such as flea markets and pawnshops.
Asset surveillance method is the most widely used prevention technique. "Don't steal
this item, your attempts will be detected and you will be quickly and severely punished",
is the prevention message used in this methodology. Closed circuit TV (CCTV) and
camera systems, electronic detection tags and targets (EAS), display or merchandise
alarms, access control systems (AC), point of sale (P.O.S.) and merchandise transaction
exception reports, barriers, lighting, and mirrors are many of the systems used to fight
crime. This category also includes store greeter, store staff, fitting room clerks, store
agents/detectives, uniformed personnel, and parking lot patrols to help in preventing
theft.
However, asset control methodology is more effective than other methodologies as it
utilizes different crime prevention systems at the point of origin of the crime. This
methodology conveys the prevention message: "Don't try to steal this item, it will be too
tough or take too
long" (Read Hayes, Retail Crime Control: An Operational Strategy).
This message should impact the behavior of a would-be offender's motives,
opportunities, and personal risk.
Capital expense, aesthetic appearance, and product accessibility makes retailers hesitant
to use asset control systems. In many cases, crime and loss levels require retailers to
restrict access to product by way ofpasswords, codes, locks, barriers, safes, displays,
signage, point of sale terminals, or secure merchandise fixtures. In extreme situations,
very high-risk items are removed from open sale during certain shifts or at all times
(Read Hayes, Retail Crime Control: An Operational Strategy). Also in some cases, point
ofpurchase displays at retail are not stocked to their optimum capacity, thereby resulting
in lower accessibility of the product and leading to a decrease in sales. Such loss
prevention measures adopted by retailers adversely affect their own performance. The
best choice for the retailers to protect high-risk items from theft would be to adopt asset
control systems. Alliance - a Rock-Tenn Company has been developing theft deterrent
systems and is fostering strong relationships with major retailers such as CVS, and Wal-
Mart to solve this ongoing issue of retail crime. To help CVS in its fight against retail
theft, Alliance has developed a retail theft deterrent system called "Time Delay Shelf
(The Alliance display unit, concept and descriptions are patent pending). Time delay
shelf acts as an organizing system. Movable dividers and pushers can be adjusted to
dispense a broad assortment of products. A button in this mechanism has to be pushed to
retrieve the product. Product jumps into door and other modules lock out thereby
dispensing only one product at a time. There is a time delay as the module retracts back
to its original position before dispensing another product. This asset control system also
strengthens deterrence by threatening increase risk of detection. The fear of being
detected and captured due to the time delay in retrieving the product from the theft
deterrent system forces the offender to retreat.
The Role of Packaging in Theft Deterrence
Packing emerged in the 1 9th century as new technologies enabled manufacturers and
growers to supply their products to stores in pre-packaged formats. For the first time,
these technologies enabled produce growers to harvest their products, can them while
fresh, and transport them to the market. It also meant product manufacturers could
package products in an attractive way for merchants to sell.
In early days, the role of packaging was essentially utilitarian. It helped in the efficient
distribution ofmerchandise and presented products in an attractive manner. To this day,
these basic functions play a key role in the form and function of packaging. Products may
have become sophisticated but there is still a basic requirement to protect them.
Distribution may have become a complex process, but products still need to survive
transportation so that they arrive pristine on-shelf. The basic functions ofpackaging like
contain, protect, facilitate distribution, communicate, and sell the
"product" have not
disappeared.
Over a period of time, the role of packaging has evolved from merely being a passive and
a functional device to an active sales tool that can make its presence felt in a crowd, and
sell a product at the point ofpurchase. Moreover, with the prominence of branding,
packaging personifies a brand's values and personality. Since primary packaging plays an
important role in the marketing mix; time and effort is spent in defining these attributes
and traits, understanding
consumers'
perceptions of them, and then influence packaging
design to communicate them.
One of the technical functions ofpackaging is to protect the product. Packaging not only
protects the product from its surrounding environment but also protects from people who
might want to misuse or steal the product. There is an ongoing development in the area of
package design in order to keep thieves at bay. This ongoing battle with shrinkage has led
to the development of clamshells for expensive electronics like a cell phone or a blue
tooth headset, toy packaging that features excessive plastic and wire constraints for the
product, CD packaging with its unfriendly tape seal, blister packs for pills, pet food bags
with string sewn across the top, and anything sealed in cellophane. Blister or clamshell
packages are made of one or two layers ofpolyvinyl chloride, or PVC, plastic and
soldered around the edges; this makes it very difficult for consumers to open such
packages.
According to U.S. Centers for Disease Control's most recent accounting, in 2001, listed
"unintentional cut/pierce" as the fifth most common cause of nonfatal unintentional
injury, but that also includes the much more common assortments of knife accidents
owing to normal kitchen work. Also, per the data collected by National Safety Council,
Itasca, JL, Accidental Facts for 2004, almost 300,000 injuries in the US was caused while
handling household containers, packaging, bottles, and, jars. This high number of injuries
related to packaging, clearly places more emphasis on designing simple, easy, and user-
friendly packaging.
Packaging that's difficult to open may prevent theft, protect the product or keep children
out, but it also undermines product sales. All the great things packaging is supposed to do
from advertising to product delivery to package graphics can all be undermined or
completely destroyed through poor consumer experience. In devebping such packaging,
marketers may be looking more at theft protection than at the usage experience. This can
be detrimental in any situation, especially with a new product launch. Therefore retailers
are faced by the trade offbetween product protection and easy-open packaging to
facilitate good consumer experience. Some big brands like Nestle are modifying scores of
their primary packages in order to make it user friendly. In doing so, they are making
their products more vulnerable to theft.
To enhance consumers shopping experience with simple primary package design and at
the same time to reduce shrinkage a supplementary anti-theft system would be an ideal
combination. Displaying products within a user- friendly anti-theft device such as Time
Delay Shelf System would be most beneficial for the retailers, product manufacturers,
and consumers. One could consider the Time Delay Shelf system as a primary package in
itself. It essentially contains, protects, displays products and communicates with the
users. It is a more user friendly and an effective source of storing products.
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Different types ofRetail Theft
There are numerous ways by which shop theft can be affected, apart from "grab and run",
or concealing the goods either on person or in bags, babies' prams, and so on, which are
usually the common methods. RFJD, Source tagging, and EAS are being implemented
into packaging of the product to combat retail theft. This being said, there are no systems
or tools that guarantee a theft free retail environment because there are many creative
ways in which a would-be offender defrauds the shop:
Open pack thefts and concealment: Removing and discarding primary
packaging before taking the item from the facility - e.g. retail floor, backroom, or
warehouse. The thief then could conceal the item by hiding it under his clothing
or in a bag giving the appearance that the item is "used".
Sweep theft: This type of theft occurs when a thief "sweeps" a shelf, taking large
quantities of product at once.
Disabling tags: Thieves employ various methods to disable anti- theft tags,
including the application of a strong magnetic field close to the tags or by
shielding items in a metal or aluminum foil- lined bag. Thieves can also place
items in insulated bags (the insulation can prevent the tag from being activated).
Also, large stores afford offenders plenty of cover to peel off the tag, which
sometimes can be done despite strong adhesive s. Holding the item and the tag
tightly against the body can also prevent the tag from being activated.
Alternatively, offenders hold items lower than a foot above ground (with shoes,
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for example), or above shoulder height so that the items are outside the reach of
the electronic surveillance.
Barcode switching: The switching of a bar-coded pricing tag for one of a lesser
value is a common theft technique. Some retailers are practicing putting two
barcodes on a single item. Even if the cashier notices a switched bar code, the
thief can claim it was fault of the store. "If you do not conceal anything and are
ready to pay for the article, it is hard to prove felonious intent (Caime and Ghone
1 996)" A similar technique involves thieves removing price tags and claiming the
item was theirs. Unless security observes the individual removing the tag, it is
difficult to counter the thief s assertion.
Collusion: This theft technique involves internal employees working with outside
individuals to commit theft. For example, cashiers might register a product of
lesser value, or not register the product at all by hiding the bar code with their
hand while sweeping the product through the scanner. Also, in the warehouse, a
dockworker might conspire with the trucker to load extra goods on a pallet.
Intentional undercount: Employees can underreport the actual number of the
goods during the inventory inspection and then take the "lost
items"
after
accounting adjustments for shrinkage. This a good example ofwhy internal theft
is difficult to measure since the discrepancy caused due to undercounting of
products is usually included in the overall shrinkage account.
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Trash: This is an unusual method of stealing from a facility by putting items into
trash to pick up later when it is in the dumpster.
Grab and run: Shoplifters may use the tactic of running through the electronic
gates and trying to escape before staff can respond thus relying on speed. The list
ofmethods also includes using emergency exits, ruining the ant i-theft gates, and
simply walking innocently out of the door (Caime and Ghone 1996).
Walking out in a group, or closely behind someone.
Fraudulent refund: This involves the thief entering the store, picking up an item
and proceeding straight to the returns counter. The idea is to create the impression
that the thief came into the store with that product. While trying to return the
particular item, the thief pretends to have lost the sales receipt or implies it is a
gift. There is no easy way for a store employee to determine whether the product
was legally purchased. A variation of this theft technique involves stores that have
a "no refund without receipt"policy. In this case, the thief visits the return desk
asking for a refund and when the clerk denies the request, the thiefwalks out of
the door with the item completing the theft.
Fraudulent receipts: Shoplifters sometimes create a fake receipt and use it as an
evidence ofpurchase if approached by store security or staff. The thief enters the
store with the receipt, goes to the shelf, and takes the corresponding item.
Alternatively, the thief can purchase a desired item, leave the store, and then
return to steal the same item repeatedly using the receipt acquired from the actual
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purchase. If caught by store security personnel or staff, the thief could use this
receipt as proof ofpurchase.
There are various methodologies and systems retailers enforce to prevent shrinkage and
retail theft like ink tags, mechanical tags, electronic implants, security personnel and
cameras, etc. As established before, Time Delay Shelf System is the best asset control
method to prevent theft of high value items. Thus, the aim of this study is to explain the
working mechanics of the Time Delay Shelf System, analyze data collected from the
survey of the system in various CVS stores and to evaluate its performance using SWOT
analysis.
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Working Mechanism of Time Delay Shelf
Time Delay Shelf has been designed in a manner that is simple for retailers to manage
and for customers to operate. When a push button is engaged, a wedge shape portion of
the button lifts the product to a certain height. A spring- fed pusher pushes the product
into the dispensing door, which is then simply retrieved by manually pulling the
dispensing door forward. Simultaneously, the load on the plunger drives the pusher
assembly back to its start position. A resistance motor in the product-dispensing module
allows for the time-delayed return. Once product is retrieved, dispensing door is closed to
avoid sounding off the alarm. A flow-chart shown below simplifies the sequence of steps
that describe the working mechanism of the Time Delay Shelf system A number of
pictures shown below describe in detail the functionality of various components that
make up the Time Delay Shelf system.
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Workflow Chart: Working Mechanism of Time Delay Shelf
Q START J
Engage
push
button
1 . A rack gear and spring-loaded plunger
assembly free-wheel a resistance motor.
2. While spring loading the plunger assembly,
a wedge shaped portion of the push button
lifts a product to a given height.
A conventional spring fed pusher pushes
product forward into dispensing door.
Push button released
Manually open dispensing door to
retrieve product
Close dispensing
door
Alarm <
The load on the
plunger spring pushes
the assembly back to
the starting position.
The resistance motor
allows for a time-
delayed return.
No
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Picture 1 : Plastic Hinge Door
Picture 1 shows a unique and valuable feature of Time Delay Shelf system A plastic
hinge protects the access to the push button area of the fixture when the store manager
chooses to prevent shopping at a high security time. A metal hinge can replace this plastic
hinge, but the metal hinge is not a high volume production feature. When opened, UPC
labels can be positioned in front of the appropriate product.
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Picture 2: Communication Message
Outer surface area of the hinged door can be used to communicate different messages to
the shopper. For instance picture 2 displays "See Cashier for Assistance" message. The
store manager can use this message, when he or she chooses to prevent shopping at a
high security time.
)
Picture 3: Product Module
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Picture 3 shows one of the product module push buttons being pressed. A bunch ofkeys
that look like "piano keys" can be seen to the left and right of the button. These keys are
actually angled slots that are cut into a sliding plate called a Shift Lock. When the button
is pushed, a guide pin on the bottom of the button slides the shift lock by %" This
movement disables other push buttons from being pressed.
i . "*-
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Picture 4: Push Button
In picture 4, the push button has been fully depressed. A mechanical action inside the
product module lifts a product up. The spring force from the product pusher propels the
product forward into the dispensing door. Once the product is in the dispensing door, the
door is manually pivoted to the open position to retrieve the product. The door is spring-
loaded and will automatically close.
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Picture 5: Dispensing Door
When the dispensing door is pulled forward an anti-pilferage flap is automatically
lowered as shown in picture 5. This might baffle a customer but the anti-pilferage flap
prevents anyone from removing a product that has not been dispensed by the push button.
Additionally, there is a rib on the front section of the door that acts as a theft barrier.
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Picture 6: Dispensing Door Assembly
Picture 6 shows the door assembly. A hand is shown resting on a large rib that acts as a
theft barrier. Also visible are the tracking ribs on the interior of the door sidewalls that
aid in the closure of the upper door flap and the spring that causes the door to close after
a product is retrieved.
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Picture 7: Anti-Pilferage Flap
As the dispensing door is opened to retrieve the product the anti-pilferage flap is starting
to fall into place as shown in picture 7. This eventually prevents access to anyone from
removing a product that has not been dispensed by the push button.
Picture 8: Large Rib
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The door has been fully opened. Now it is seen in picture 8 how the large rib limits hand
access very far into the dispensing door and the anti-pilferage flap has converged with the
floor of the dispensing door to block access to the product area. A thief or a would-be
offender can easily sweep multiple high value products if he has free access to them. But,
the large rib and the anti-pilferage flap prevent the thief from sweeping thereby
minimizing shrinkage. The geometry of the ribs on the door sides positions the pins on
the anti-pilferage flap so that the dispensing door arrives at its final position very quickly.
The anti-pilferage flap arrives at its final position before the dispensing door is fully
pivoted forward.
Picture 9: Locking Feature
Picture 9 shows the locking feature of Time Delay Shelf system There are 2 locks, one
on each side of the door. When the door is locked, a lever latches on to the anti-pilferage
flap. This in turn engages the movement of the anti-pilferage flap in conjunction with the
dispensing door.
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Picture 10: Re-Stock Feature
When the 2 locks are unlocked, the front of the door system hinges forward as shown in
picture 10. This allows store managers or store personnel to re-stock the system in a very
easy fashion.
Picture 1 1 : Shift Lock
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Picture 1 1 shows the Shift Lock. It comprises of 2 pieces. The white plastic has slots that
run in an angular fashion. The clear plastic plate above has straight slots in it. When the
metal pin on the push button is moved inward to dispense product, the result is a cam
movement of the shift lock. The dimension that the shift lock moves is calibrated to be
the exact movement necessary for any other push button to be activated.
Picture 12: Underside of Push Button
Picture 12, which is the underside of the dispensing module, shows the position of the
free-sliding push button that can only push the plunger assembly in. It cannot pull the
assembly back out and over-power the resistance motor.
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Picture 13: Assembled Product Module
Picture 1 3 shows the assembled product module, as it would be assembled on the shelf in
a partially assembled configuration. Although the guide pin on the underside of the push
button is not visible, it is inserted into the shift lock.
\ i .
Picture 14: Push Button being engaged
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As the push button is engaged (picture 14), the guide pin on the underside will move the
white shift lock plate in a motion that is 90 degrees, or perpendicular, to the motion of the
push button This is the activation that prevents any other push button from being pressed
at the same time. The slots in the white plastic begin at V2" on center intervals. Because
the shapes of these slots are random in design (as opposed to all being alike), this
contributing factor makes the simultaneous pushing of other push buttons impossible. If a
customer or a would-be offender attempts to push two buttons or more at once, the
system will
"jam"
and not allow any product to be dispensed.
Picture 15: Push Button being pulled away
Picture 15 shows the push button being pulled away from the module. This motion
cannot allow the module to return to its original position any faster than the spring and
resistance motor will allow it to. This feature prevents the over-powering of the
mechanism.
27
Methodology
After installing Time Delay Shelf system at 30 CVS stores, the Alliance team provided
adequate training to the store managers and store personnel. Then the team conducted
structured and content expert interviews at all these locations to gather data on store
manager's experience with this system. The estimated duration of testing and evaluation
of this system was approximately 60 days. Based on the survey, I will graph the results
that will reveal the performance of the different features of the system like appearance,
functionality, theft deterrence, reliability, use, set-up & stocking, loss prevention,
consumer perceptions, aesthetics, and benefits & problems .
Appearance
D Agree II Disagree
Chart 1 : Appearance
As indicated in chart 1, all 30-store managers agreed that the clear polycarbonate system
has mass appeal. Moreover, they all agreed that the products were easily accessible to the
customers since the system was able to keep the merchandise organized. Store managers
also stated that the operating instructions of the system were clearly visible and self-
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explanatory. Store managers also mentioned that since the products are in an enclosed
cabinet, they are always dispensed clean.
Function: Dispensing Product
O Agree H Disagree
Chart 2 : Dispensing Product
Chart 2 indicates that about 50% of the store managers agreed that customers understand
how to dispense a product. Although, many of the store managers agreed that the problem
was not that the instructions were difficult to follow but the fact that most people are
impatient and do not want to read the instructions. They prefer to call employees over for
assistance rather than spend a minute to read the instructions first.
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Function: Additional Assistance
I 7
23%
? Agree H Disagree
Chart 3 : Additional Assistance
Store managers indicated that if customers needed help, they asked for it as shown in
chart 3. First- time users preferred more instructions on how to operate the system.
Customers who had used the system before were happy with the system's performance.
Store managers suggested that there should be more instructions on how to open the door
to retrieve the product because many customers pushed the button more than once and
that resulted in a product jam. A few customers did not know that they had to pull the
door down to retrieve the product. They thought the door was locked. Additional
instructions would make it possible for even first-time users to dispense the product
without any assistance.
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Function: Re-Stocking
D 30
100%
? Agree B Disagree
Chart 4 : Re-Stocking
All store managers and store personnel agreed that product re-stocking feature is easy to
use. The front of the door system hinges forward when the locks on extreme left and right
ends of the system are unlocked there by aiding store personnel in re-stocking. Plastic
dividers in the system move, which allow for stocking products with varying widths in an
organized fashion.
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Theft-Deterrence
D Extremely Effective Marginally Effective ? Not Effective
Chart 5 : Theft-Deterrence
70% of the store managers found the system to be extremely effective in preventing theft
as shown in chart 5. Firstly, there are two locks on both side of the system that provide
the feature for locking the door during high theft times. Secondly, the high rigidity and
impact resistance of the polycarbonate frame makes it very difficult for a would-be
offender to destroy the system without being noticed. Thirdly, even if the large rib acting
as a theft barrier is destroyed, the alarm in the system goes off calling for the store
personnel's attention.
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Theft-Deterrence: "Ping" Noise
D Extremely Effective 9 Marginally Effective ? Not Effective
Chart 6 : Ping Noise
As indicated in chart 6, 87% of store managers agreed that a would-be offender was
alerted that someone was watching when the
"ping"
tone was heard over the public
address system. A would-be offender does not like to draw attention and be noticed by
people in the store.
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Theft-Deterrence: "Ping" Noise
a 26
87%
D 4
13%
\
D Agree Disagree
Chart 7 : Sound of Ping Tone
A large percentage of store managers disagreed that the "ping" tone was too loud and
were bothered to hear it all day long as shown in chart 7. In-fact they agreed that the ping
tone kept a would-be offender at bay.
Theft-Deterrence: Message
P Extremely Effective B Marginally Effective D Not Effective
Chart 8 : Message
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Chart 8 indicates that about 83% of the store managers indicated that the 'Customer
Service...."message is extremely effective means of alerting a would-be thief that
someone is watching. Again a would-be offender does not want to be noticed by the
people around in the store.
Theft-Deterrence: "Ping" Noise
D Agree B Disagree
Chart 9 : Ping Noise through PA System
97% of the store managers agreed that the "See Cashier for
Assistance"
push-button
cover is an effective tool during high theft times as shown in chart 9. Every time a
product is dispensed, the store personnel were able to hear an audible
"ping"
through the
public address system. Too many
"pings"
meant someone is trying to empty the system
and should be checked out.
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Theft-Deterrence: Anti-Pilferage Flap
? Extremely Effective fl Marginally Effective D Not Effective
Chart 10: Anti-Pilferage Flap
As indicated in chart 1 0, 77% of the store managers agreed that the construction of the
cabinet door with the anti-pilferage flap is an effective deterrence to theft. The anti-
pilferage flap comes down when the dispensing door opens thereby restricting access to
the product at the back. It is reinforced with metal angle and the rigidity of this part is
significant enough to prevent somebody from accessing the product while the flap is
down and it is timed in such a way that it blocks access to the products unless the
dispensing door is in the close position. Thereby, this anti-pilferage flap prevents a
would-be offender from sweeping the product.
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Reliability
D Extremely Reliable B Marginally Reliable ? Not Reliable
Chart 11: Reliability
A large percentage of store managers consider the theft deterrent system as a reliable in-
store fixture as shown in chart 1 1 . Store managers felt that the system brought more
visibility to the high theft items which otherwise sell behind the counter only. This gives
the store personnel the ability to place the system anywhere in the store and just not
behind the counter. Making high theft items visible and available to customers helps the
store in sales and increase revenue.
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Reliability: Public Address System
D 25
83^0^--
\^__ ^^^B 5
D 0 17%
0%
? Extremely Reliable B Marginally Reliable ? Not Reliable
Chart 12: Public Address System
As indicated in chart 12, most store managers considered that the "public address system"
a vital component of the theft deterrent display to be extremely reliable. This system
contains an electronic box located discretely within the system and alerts the store when
there is an activity at the cabinet. Also, a product drawer triggers a voice announcement
over the public address system if it is open for a longer duration. This basically alerts the
store managers and other store personnel that someone might be tampering with the
system.
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Reliability: Check against Vandalism
? 24
"---^.
jv^__ ^
^^___ ^^^B 6ono/
D No BYes
Chart 13: Check against Vandalism
Chart 1 3 shows that a small percentage of store managers experienced damage to one or
more systems due to vandalism.
Reliability: Maintainence
DYes BNo
Chart 14: Maintenance
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Most store managers managed through minor maintenance issues themselves as shown in
chart 14.
Reliability
? 20
^^m 10
33%
? No B Yes
Chart 15: Report a Problem
As indicated in chart 15, a large percentage of store managers used the toll-free customer
service phone number to report a problem Store managers were able to clearly identify
and report it in order to have the problem resolved by Alliance customer service support.
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Overall Experience
? 27
90%
K>
B 3
10%
? Very Positive B Somewhat Positive
Chart 16: Overall Experience
About 90 % of the store managers rated the in-store test of the theft deterrent system as a
very positive experience. In fact, store managers and store personnel recommended a
similar unit was necessary for various other high theft items in their stores.
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SWOT Analysis of Time Delay Shelf
A SWOT Analysis is a strategic planning tool used to evaluate the Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 7breats involved in a project or in a business venture or
in any other situation of an organization or individual requiring a decision in pursuit ofan
objective. It involves monitoring the marketing environment internal and external to the
organization or individual.
Objective
The objective of SWOT analysis is to determine, whether or not this Time Delay Shelf
System is a viable option for retailers such as CVS Pharmacy to enforce asset control.
Strengths
Sturdy structure: Time delay shelf is a display made up of a high resistance
polycarbonate material. This strong material makes the display virtually
impossible to break without being noticed by store personnel.
Modular construction: The
Lozier 12"
gondola shelf of the store is an integral
part of the system. Theft-Deterrent display system is installed using the shelf as a
structural element. When fully assembled, it is impossible to remove one ofthe
cabinets without unbolting it from the shelf. This makes the theft-deterrent display
system very secure.
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Broad spectrum of products: The unit can hold products with different types of
packaging like folding carton boxes, bottles, form filled-sealed blisters, etc.
Plastic dividers and pusher modules in the system move, which allow for stocking
products with varying widths in an organized fashion. This gives the store the
flexibility to protect a wide range of high value items against theft.
Appearance & visibility: See through property of the unit helps the customer to
identify the right brand or product displayed. This feature does not play as a
barrier from customers shopping experience even though it is locked and
protected within an enclosure.
Lock-out slide: Once a push button has been pushed and is returning to its
original position, the lock-out slide prevents any other push button from being
engaged until the first push button returns to its starting position.
Anti-sweep: When the dispensing door is pulled down to retrieve the product, an
upper door flap or the anti-pilferage flap closes thereby blocking access to the
other products in the product module.
Theft-deterrent: Along with anti- sweep feature, this structure is equipped with
various unique and highly efficient theft-deterrent features such as time delay
between retrieving two products, in built noise feature, and signage. These theft-
deterrent features make the Time Delay Shelf systemmost efficient asset control
system available in the market.
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Easy re-stocking: Two locks on either side of the front door can be unlocked.
This allows the front door to hinge forward to help the store personnel to re-stock
the system in an easy manner.
Self-contained unit: Various other features of this unit like the public address
system, push button "ping", open drawer announcement, and anti-pilferage flap
make it self-contained and allow the store personnel to place it in various
locations within the store. This results in higher revenue for the store.
Weaknesses
Insufficient instructions: Better instructions are required to guide the customer
in how to open the front door and retrieve the product. This is especially useful
for first time users of the system. The unit is currently missing instructions
warning the customers not to engage a push button more than once at a time
which would otherwise result in product jamming.
o Solution: This weakness can be easily overcome by providing adequate
instructions on the dispensing door of the system. Additional instructions that
describe actions such as "push the red button under the product you wish to
purchase", "pull handle on the drawer", and "remove the
product"
could be
included at the back of the plastic hinge that covers the push buttons. From the
information gathered during the survey, Alliance is aware of the requirements
for better instructions and is already implementing them.
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Signage: Currently, the signage on the unit is small and it is difficult for the
elderly to see.
o Solution: Moving the signage from the bottom of the display to the top, will
allow for the instructions to be more inline with customer's eye level. Also,
increasing the size of the signage will help improve customer's shopping
experience.
Plan-O-Gram: Current plan-o-gram has caused confusion among store personnel
responsible for re-stocking.
o Solution: A detailed plan-o-gram describing various packages (different
SKU's) with its dimensions would make it much easier for the store personnel
to quickly and easily re-stock the product.
Opportunities
Self-help feature: An interactive system within the display that would instruct
the customers how to use the display in a systematic step-by-step format and also
warn the customers about product jams.
Expanding product range: Currently, this system has been designed to work
well with shaving cartridges of varying widths. But there are many other high
value items such as perfumes, drugs, cosmetics, dental hygiene, etc that could use
an efficient theft-deterrent mechanism such as "time delay shelf.
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Market expansion: Currently this system has been introduced to CVS Pharmacy
stores. Therefore there are tremendous opportunities for future business expansion
in retail stores such as Wal-Mart and Walgreen's. As shrinkage is seen as a
global retail problem, the system can be seen easily expanding into consumer
markets, such as Europe, Asia, etc.
Threats
A would-be offender: A thief or a would-be offender is always thinking and
looking for loopholes in the system. He/she will improvise and try to find ways to
beat the system.
o Solution: Alliance has to continuously improve the system through R&D,
market surveillance, partnering with organizations that are focused to rapidly
evaluate and develop innovative crime and loss control techniques, and
educational institutions for testing and development. Alliance should work
with retailers to gather real time performance data.
Competition: There is always a risk from other manufactures or mega retailers
developing in-house asset control measures.
o Solution: Alliance should venture out and aggressively market the system for
various other products of high theft value. It should also foster strong business
relationships with other retailers to assist them with their asset control needs.
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Table 1: SWOT Analysis
Helpful to achieving the
objective
Harmful to achieving the
objective
Analysis
Strengths:
Sturdy structure
Modular construction
Wide range of products
Strong aesthetic value
Lock-out slide
Weaknesses:
Insufficient instructions
Signage
Plan-O-Gram
Strengths are clearly
greater than weaknesses.
Weaknesses have easy
resolutions and Alliance is
currently working on
them.
Anti- sweep feature
Theft-deterrent mechanism
Easy to re- stock
Self-contained unit
Opportunities:
Self-help feature
Expanding product range
Market expansion
Threats:
Thief
Competition
There are more
opportunities than the
current threats to the
system.
Analysis
As illustrated above in the Table 1, the Time Delay Shelf system has a lot of unique
features that makes it a very desirable and marketable asset control system. There are no
systems currently available in the market that incorporates all the
anti-sweep and theft-
deterrent features that make up this system. The weaknesses have easy solutions as
described earlier and Alliance is already working to resolve these shortcomings. With
good marketing strategy and business plan to promote this product, Alliance should be
able to expand into different market segments and retailers.
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Through extensive analysis and research I strongly recommend that Time Delay Shelf
system is definitely a viable option for retailers to enforce asset control.
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FutureWork
Additional features/improvements can be implemented within the Time Delay Shelf
system to increase marketability and customer satisfaction. First and foremost Alliance
should conduct an in-depth consumer survey to collect data on their experiences with the
Time Delay Shelf system. It is essential to collect data from primary source (consumers)
along with secondary source (store personnel) to improve the performance and sales of
the unit. Features such as customer service button, transmitter, receiver, and the public
address system would make the system more interactive and user friendly. The below
mentioned system expansions would assist in building sustainable competitive advantage
over any other asset control method available.
System Expansion
Picture 16: Customer Service Button
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A customer service button (as shown in picture 16) can be installed on the Time Delay
Shelf system or in its close proximity. A few of its features are:
A high visibility design
Integrated planar antenna
Battery operated.
This customer service button can be used to trigger messages through the transmitter via
the public address system when assistance is needed at the Time Delay Shelf system
Customer service button could be used when there is a product jam in the Time Delay
Shelf system or if it has been locked during high theft times.
Picture 17: Transmitter
Picture 17 shows a small transmitter module, which can be installed inside the Time
Delay Shelf system It has a self-contained antenna and no hardwiring is required. This
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transmitter module is battery operated (3-AA) for six months to one year projected life.
Transmitter wirelessly communicates through the receiver (located in manager's office)
to a public address system. Various messages that can be triggered are as follows:
Ad revenue message: When customer presses the customer service button for
assistance at the unit, an
"advertising"
message could follow the "help" message.
Triggered message: Opening the dispensing door could trigger a warning message
or a promotional message via a motion detector.
Timed message: The transmitter can be programmed to play advertising, or
informational messages about different products in the Time Delay Shelf system
based upon time.
Cause and effect: When the transmitter is triggered, as well as playing a message
other events such as lights, sirens, or video monitors could be triggered.
Manager special: Store managers could wirelessly trigger special messages, such
as promotions at the time delay shelf.
Low stock warning: The transmitter could be used in combination with an optical
or a mechanical switch that would trigger a "low stock
warning"
message when a
specific number of stock units are left on the shelf.
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Picture 18: Receiver
A small receiver can be used as shown in picture 1 8 to relay messages through the public
address system. Store managers could install this receiver. Some of the features of the
receiver are:
<v
Picture 19: USB Flash Memory Card
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It has a built-in USB port. Picture 19 shows a flash memory card, which can store
different number ofmessages. Downloading a new message via supplied flash
memory card could change a message.
8-channel receiver
MP3 files can be encrypted for secure playback.
It has a background music feed to play background music through the public
address system.
Message and background music volume control.
Built- in monitor speaker.
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Picture 20: Schematic Layout of System & Modules
Customer service button installed
on the Time Delay Shelf system
or in its proximity.
Transmitter Receiver
Transmitter
is located
in the Time
Delay
Shelf
i
Receiver is
located in
the
manager's
office.
Public
Address
System
Audio
Plays different messages from
the Time Delay Shelf system
Plays customer service messages
from customer service button
Wireless Transmission
Hardwired
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Picture 20 is a schematic layout of all the interactive tools like customer service button,
transmitter, receiver, and the public address system that could be an integral part of the
Time Delay Shelf system and the store. Customer service button can be located in or
around the Time Delay Shelf system This button is usually used if assistance is required
or if there is a product jam in the unit. Once engaged, the transmitter that is located
within the Time Delay Shelf system triggers a wireless message. This message is
received by the receiver which is installed in the manager's office and is played through
the public address system.
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Conclusion
This case study presented the evaluation of the Time Delay Shelf system The research
was motivated by the observation of the problems associated with shrinkage in the retail
environment. The four basic loss prevention methodologies available to a retailer are
social control, benefit denial, asset surveillance, and asset control. The aim of the case
study was to analyze the Time Delay Shelf system as the
"best"
choice of an asset control
measure.
A detailed explanation of the working mechanism of the Time Delay Shelf systemwas
presented and each feature of this system like sturdy structure, modular construction, time
delay in retrieving two products, anti-pilferage flap, and many more were closely studied.
After installing the Time Delay Shelf system in about 30 CVS stores, Alliance team was
able to conduct structured and content expert interviews at all these locations to gather
data on store manager's and store personnel's experience with this system. Based on this
data, I was able to graph and measure the effectiveness of each feature of the Time Delay
Shelf system
Furthermore, I performed an in-depth SWOT analysis to explicitly cite the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the Time Delay Shelf system This analysis led
to the conclusion that the strengths and opportunities of the system outweigh the
weaknesses and threats associated with the Time Delay Shelf system.
After analyzing store and customer requirements, I recommend integrating additional
features such as customer service button, transmitter, and the receiver in the Time Delay
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Shelf system These features along with anti-sweep and theft-deterrence properties of the
Time Delay Shelf systemwould make this unit self-contained. Since the retailer can
install this unit at any location within the store, it becomes a valuable asset to the retailer
in terms of increase in sales and revenue. This unit protects high value items against theft
and simultaneously makes these products available to the customers at all times.
Below are some of the comments made by customers on their experiences with the Time
Delay Shelf system:
"I am glad to see that razor blades are easily available in the store. Before I had to
ask a store person to get it forme."
"I think this fixture will help in reducing shop lifting and I feel safer now."
"The concept of this unit is quite impressive. I think it has good potential, but I
wish there were more instructions on how to use theunit."
"Maybe instructions to push button only once can be helpful to avoid product
from jamming. Other than this, it is easy to
use."
"Installing more such units will make me and my family feelmore safe and my
shopping
easier."
As a testament to the effectiveness ofTime Delay Shelf system, CVS compiled statistics
that measures its performance. The benefits of the fixture that was used to display razor
blades in the test stores were quantitatively measured by CVS Pharmacy as follows :
Razor blade sales in test stores increased by 20%.
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Razor blade theft in test stores was reduced by 12%.
Maximizes the merchandising space 30% more holding capacity vs. old clicker
rack.
Product is now clearly visible - easy for customers to shop and stores to maintain.
Incremental sales opportunity of $14.2 million for CVS/Pharmacy of $2,365 per
store in the year 2007.
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Appendix A
Time Delay Shelf System - Store Personnel Questionnaire
From your perspective as a retail associate at CVS, how would you rate the Alliance
Theft-Deterrent System within the following categories?
Appearance
The cabinets are clean. Customers can see the products they want to buy. Operating
instructions are clearly visible.
Disagree Agree
Function
Most customers understand how to dispense a product.
Disagree Agree
If customers need help, they ask for it.
Disagree Agree
I like the product re-stocking feature through the front door. It's easy to use.
Disagree Agree
Theft-Deterrence
Time Delay Shelf System is extremely effective/marginally effective/not effective in
preventing theft.
The "PING" tone heard over the PA system is extremely effective/marginally
effective/not effective in alerting the store of an activity at the unit.
The "PING" tone is too loud and a bother to hear all day long.
Disagree Agree
The "Customer Service...." Message is extremely effective/marginally effective/not
effective in alerting the store of an activity at the unit.
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The "See Cashier for Assistance" message on the push-button cover is an effective tool
for high-theft times.
Disagree Agree
The construction of the cabinet door with an Anti-Pilferage Flap is an extremely
effective/marginally effective/not effective deterrent to theft.
Reliability
I would consider Time Delay Shelf System to be an extremely reliable/marginally
reliable/unreliable in-store fixture.
I would consider the PA System component of the system to be extremely
reliable/marginally reliable/not reliable.
I have experienced damage to one or more cabinets due to vandalism.
Yes No
I've managed through minor maintenance issues myself.
Yes No
I've used the toll-free customer service number.
Yes No
Overall Experience
I would rate the in-store test ofTime Delay Shelf System as a very positive/somewhat
positive/negative experience.
Suggestion
If I could make one suggestion that would serve to improve the retail shopping
experience with regard to the Time Delay Shelf System, it would be:
Store ID #: Person Interviewed: Date:
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Appendix B
Store Personnel Response from 30 CVS Stores
Store
H)#:
Store
Manager:
Comments:
379 Brandon Laskey I think it's nice that it pings. It would be nice to hear it ping
over the phone because we don't hear it ifwe are in the office
or in an area where there is no PA system. I think it doesn't
work well for some of the refills, they don't eject properly.
Due to the packaging it doesn't pop out all the way. I think it's
one of the older Schick razors that don't eject properly. Put a
sticker on the handle that says pull because people don't seem
to read the instructions. I think ifyou added a decal telling
them to pull, that would solve the problem. I think they don't
know to pull it open; they just keep pushing the button.
479 Brian Arnold Customers were used to the inserts but as far as the signage
other than opening the front door, I don't see a problem with
the signage. I do have one complaint - one of the trays doesn't
work correctly. It might just be that one slot is defective.
Everything else is great. It is the "bump fighter".
687 Patrick
Mendillo
The biggest problem is people don't want to read the
instructions. People get very impatient and yank on it. They
call employees over for help when they wouldn't need help if
they would have just read the instructions. Customers that
have shopped with us for a while know how to use it. It's not
a real big problem. Maybe ifyou added stickers on the outside
directing them how to use the unit but other than that I don't
have any problems with it.
2058 Elvis Peralta It doesn't give specific instructions on how they can use it.
Sometimes it says push here and they get confused on how to
use it. That is a very minor issue. Maybe 2 customers per
week need assistance. We have a greeter posted by the door so
whenever there is an issue, we help them out.
2077 Charles Hiller Charles was not in; spoke with the Assistant Manager Joe. He
isn't aware of any issues with the unit or signage.
2090 David Royer Spoke with Kristen (AssistantManager) - A lot of the
customers don't know that they have to pull the glass door
down. They think the unit is locked. It's a great device and we
like it a lot. I'm not sure what you can do to correct this issue
as they just don't seem to know that they have to pull that
plexi-glass door down.
2159 Kevin Toner I think the signage is fine. The first time the customer uses it
they struggle a bit. Sometimes customers press the button and
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walk away and they don't take the item out and the second one
gets stuck when the button is hit again. The noise gets a little
annoying at times but over all, the unit is working well.
2166 Dominique
Cook
Customers tend to get confused. They are constantly calling
for assistance. Maybe if they put some sort of signage on the
unit itself it would help. Maybe if they put something along
the lines "pull here and razor will dispense."
2199 William Best Manager was not in; spoke to Amy, Store Supervisor. It was
not her normal store and she was not that familiar with the
unit.
2266 Leopoldo Mari I get a lot of customers who have a hard time opening it. The
signage there is small and it is hard for the elderly to see it. I
think you just need to make the signage bigger. I've been fine
with it; just some of the elderly people have problems. They
don't know to pull the plastic door open.
2319 Carmine Di
Puma
I feel it's pretty self explanatory. Because of the plexi - glass
they think it's locked. I think people just tend to shy away
from new displays. We've seen an improvement now that
people know how to use it. I can't think of any specific ways
to improve it.
2344 Lassana Sanoe Lassana was on vacation, but spoke to Anne Marie (Assistant
Manager). The customers are confused by the display. It tells
them to push but it doesn't tell them to open the door. Even
though it falls out it appears to customers that the door is
locked. When they press the button for customer service it
gets stuck and it keeps calling for us over and over again.
2360 Abdul Saliu Abdul was not in; but spoke to Mohammed (Assistant
Manager). Most customers know how to use the unit. We
rarely have to assist customers with it. Once in a while a
customer gets confused and doesn't know that they have to
open the door to take out the razor. We really like it.
2399 Klisha Ramos The system is working very well. No complaints and my
customers are happy that the product is available. I'm in a
downtown store and I could use more displays like this one.
2556 John Martin Spoke withClara (store supervisor) as the Store Manager was
in a meeting with the District Manager. Some of the
customers push the button but they don't know to pull the door
open. It would be helpful if there was something on the
display that tells them to open the plastic door.
2557 Earl Porter The manager is not in today and Jose (Assistance Manager) is
just returning from vacation and is not familiar with the new
razor fixture.
2583 Vanessa Garcia Customers weren't reading the instructions. I think it would be
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helpful if the signage was up on the top of the display they
would see it better instead ofhaving difficulty with it. I have
it locked up due to high theft in the store so they need to call
us over when they want to get something out of the display.
2704 Marshall
Jenkins
StoreManager is on vacation, but spoke to Bobby (Assistant
Manager). From what I've seen they know to press the button,
they don't get "the pull the glass part down". This should be
clearly told on the fixture itself. Sometimes the razor would
get stuck when you pull the case down.
2716 Samuel Stowers Store Manager is out, but spoke to Rodney (Assistant
Manager). Part ofwhat is confusing is where it says
"push"
and says "ask for assistance". There is nothing that tells them
to pull it down. Maybe they could put an arrow indicating to
pull it down. I think the plan-o-gram itself is a little confusing.
It's not clear to the customer what size package is in the
display and it is also confusing sometimes for the employee
loading the display to know what size package is in the slot.
2737 Michelle Pines It just says "push"; they don't know to pull the plexi glass
down. Maybe change the signage to say push then pull. It's a
nice fixture but it is confusing to the customer. We like it
because it helps control shrinkage.
2795 Raymond
Roberts
StoreManager gone for the day, but spoke to Shawn. I guess
maybe some type of sticker on the glass that directs them to
push the button or something you could place on the top of
the fixture so they can read it clearly. We've had an issue with
the buttons jamming. It's not made for CVS product, the other
brands are in boxes they get pushed out, but CVS brands are
not in boxes and they don't dispense.
2813 Hardik Vyas The signage is there telling them to "push the button", they
don't seem to know to pull it. The instructions are on the
bottom and maybe they aren't seeing it. Perhaps you could put
something at eye level showing them what to do.
2870 Joseph
Raimondo
I love the display and I have no problems. This has really
helped us with theft and to keep the merchandise organized. I
think all the stores should have this new display.
2939 Raymond
Fleming
The label is on the glass door. Sometimes it gets stuck and the
sometimes the label is hard to read. On top of the label we put
a sign on top so they know what is in there. Some customers
don't know to push the plexi - glass down.
2972 James
Mattimore IV
Store Manager not in, but spoke to Manisha the Store
Supervisor. Every once in a while the cartridges don't
dispense but it's not a big deal we just help the customer. We
don't have any issues with it. I really like it a lot, it's a huge
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improvement.
3224 Amadou Ndiaye We keep ours locked because we have a lot of theft. We like
the unit a lot.
5767 Danielle Bond Danielle is in CA but spoke to Najam acting manager. I think
the signage should be bigger so it stands out.
5772 Eueal Dagne
Nure
I really like the new display. It just says see cashier. I think
instead of saying that you should just put the instruction to
operate the unit in there. It's a red fixture with a flap that says
see cashier for assistance. The instructions shouldn't be
covered by the sign that says see cashier for assistance. It
should say lift flap for instructions. Over all, the unit is
working well. It really helps with shrinkage problem
6036 Jason
Abramowitz
Some of customers do find it confusing because they don't
read. They don't know to push the button. One of the flaps
broke and it won't close. The customer service button is not
working on the unit. It's been broken for about a month now.
6048 John Russell I think it is necessary to have a header card to explaining
instructions use the unit. Some of the cartridges don't work
well in the unit but over all the unit works well. I know that
there is a locking mechanism but it's hard to use. I don't even
think you need the locking feature. They are very strong too.
It's very durable. There is a red button and if you hit it at a
certain point it will beep once but it won't beep again and the
product will drop out. I told the other guy about it last week
when they did the survey.
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